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Piped Town Gas is  
Your Best Energy 
Choice!

The transition to a new home is an exciting 
process where you make important decisions 
on the best choices which suit your lifestyle. 

We are happy to present you this Homeowner’s 
Guide; giving you the essential information on 
the benefits of town gas and gas appliances. 

With careful consideration and planning, you 
will have the confidence to make the right 
decisions for your family!

Did You Know?

More than 800,000 homes 

in Singapore are receiving 

town gas on-demand from 

City Gas.
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BENEFITS OF PIPED TOWN GAS

Reliable & Continuous

Get continuous supply of gas directly into 
your home; say goodbye to interrupted 
gas supply.

Green Living Solution

Town gas is friendly to the environment. 
Every gas-powered water heater saves the 
environment less carbon emissions!

Safe & Convenient 

Town gas is safer to use as it is lighter than 
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG), and easily 
dissipates into the atmosphere in the event 
of a gas leak.

Less Clutter 

No storage is required unlike LPG. Free up 
your precious kitchen space for other uses.

One Energy Source, Multiple Needs

Town gas can be used for water heating, 
cooking and clothes drying. 
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GAS WATER HEATER

Unlike electric instant water heater, the 
Gas Water Heater can provide hot water 
simultaneously to multiple points within your 
home for showering and dishwashing. This 
saves you money from buying more than one 
water heater.

Did You Know?

The Gas Water Heater is compatible with
the rain shower system, suitable for 
homeowners looking to upgrade to a more 
luxurious shower experience.

MA-10FE
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More Savings

Only one Gas Water Heater is required 
for the entire home; connects to multiple 
points for showering and dishwashing.

Safe & Reliable 

Designed with safety features and tested to 
EN26 standard by TÜV SÜD PSB Singapore.

Ease of Operation

Get hot water at your desired temperature.

Compact Size

Require minimal or no storage, and can be 
easily installed in well-ventilated locations 
such as the kitchen and service yard.

Compatibility

Pair it with a rain shower system or 
the Waters Therapy Shower for a more 
luxurious shower experience.
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TSH 9000

WATERS THERAPY SHOWER

Softer and cleaner  
water without chlorine 
and impurities

Luxurious shower 
experience with 
aromatherapy

Healthier looking skin 
and hair with vitamin C, 
negative ions and fish-
based collagen

Water efficient and  
easy to install

Each set is inclusive  
of one cartridge

Made in Korea

UP
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FAQ ON GAS 
WATER HEATER

Are Gas Water Heaters safe?

Yes, Gas Water Heaters are safe to use. 
Gas Water Heaters sold in Singapore 
are designed with safety features. 
The flame failure device, for instance, 
automatically cuts off gas supply when 
the flame is extinguished.

Q1

Do Gas Water Heaters take up a lot 
of space?

Gas Water Heaters are compact and 
can be easily installed in the kitchen 
and service yard.

Q2

How do I adjust the water 
temperature?

The hot water temperature can be 
easily adjusted by using the hot and 
cold water mixer tap.

Q3
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Rinnai | Made in Japan | Wall-Mounted
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GAS CLOTHES DRYER

Free up precious floor space with the wall-mounted 
Rinnai Gas Clothes Dryer (RD-600 CG) from Japan.

Get fresh and dry clothes whenever you want. And 
thanks to the inbuilt smart sensor, which prevents 
over drying, your clothes will feel soft and less 
crinkled with every cycle! 
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* Tested by Aichi Gakuin University, Japan, for the removal of Moraxella Bacteria and 
E. Coli.
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Save Time 

• Soft and dry clothes < 1 hour

• Laundry is not affected by rainy or 
hazy weather

Save Space 

• Do away with indoor drying racks

• Free up floor space for other uses

Save Energy

• Built-in smart sensor prevents over 
drying, clothes feel soft and with fewer 
wrinkles; saves on ironing

Cleaner & Safer 

• 99.9% germ-free* and perfect for 
children and adults with skin issues

• Clothes are not exposed to bird 
droppings, harsh sunlight and pollution
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FAQ ON GAS 
CLOTHES DRYER

Are Gas Clothes Dryers safe?

Yes, Gas Clothes Dryers are 
safe to use. They have a built-in 
sensor for detecting any flame 
failure and are able to cut off gas 
supply immediately.

Q1
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Where can I install the Gas Clothes 
Dryer, and does it occupy a lot of 
space?

The Gas Clothes Dryer can be 
installed in well-ventilated areas such 
as the kitchen and service yard. 
It can also be wall-mounted, thus 
saving precious floor space for 
other purposes. 

What are the charges like for 
installing a Gas Clothes Dryer?

The standard installation fees for 
Gas Clothes Dryer in HDB flats is 
at S$150 (before GST). For private 
housing, a no-obligation site visit 
can be carried out upon request, 
and after which a quotation will 
be provided.

Q2

Q3
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GAS HOB

Did you know that Gas Hobs manufactured before 2011 
may not be equipped with flame failure device? This 
safety feature is important because it cuts off gas 
supply when your Gas Hob is not turned on properly,  
or when the flame is accidentally extinguished. 

Take your pick from a wide selection of City Gas Gas 
Hobs in elegant black tempered glass or brushed 
stainless steel design. 

High Quality Assured

Safe

The flame failure device cuts off the gas 
supply when the flame goes out.

Free Delivery & Installation

Free delivery and installation on all City 
Gas models, excludes gas pipe installation 
and extension.

CG-883G
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FAQ ON GAS HOB

CG-883S 

Why should I get a Gas Hob 
over an induction hob?

Gas is preferred for most Asian 
cooking which typically involves 
wok stir-frying.

Are City Gas Gas Hobs safe?

The Gas Hob range from City Gas 
is equipped with a flame failure 
device which cuts off gas supply 
when the flame goes out.

Q2

Q1
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Enhancing Your Home 
& Kitchen Safety is as 
Easy as 1, 2, 3
Being prepared and knowing what to do in a fire 
emergency may save lives and reduce property 
damage. So do not be caught off guard. Learn 
how you can be fire ready today! 
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GAS HOB  
WITH TIMER CONTROL1

In addition to the flame failure device, the Gas 
Hob with Timer Control comes with a built-in 
timer that can be pre-set for up to 120 minutes. 
Once the pre-set time is reached, gas supply to 
the hob will be cut off and an alarm will sound to 
alert the user, minimising any potential incidents 
related to unattended cooking. 

Enhanced Safety Control

• Gas supply is cut off and alarm sounds  
when the pre-set time is up.

• The flame failure device cuts off the gas 
supply when the flame goes out.

Built-In Timer Alert Function

• Pre-set time limit of up to 120 minutes.

Efficient Cooking

• A powerful flame ensures greater efficiency.

Durable & Stable

• Enamelled cast iron pan supports ensures 
durability, stability and easy cleaning.
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Dimension: 8cm (W) x 6.2cm (H) x 1.7cm (D)

Scan QR code to 
watch the Gas Leak 
Detector in action.

* Terms and conditions apply.

Detects TG and LPG

Alerts homeowner with a loud alarm sound 
and alarm messages

Simple DIY installation

Get up to 5-year product warranty

Enjoy a hassle-free exchange with product 
replacement*

The Gas Leak Detector is designed to detect town 
gas (TG) and LPG; the two most common energy 
choices in Singapore. During a potential gas 
leak, the smart sensor will alert homeowners by 
emitting a loud alarm sound with alarm messages.

GAS LEAK DETECTOR2
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Recommended places for installation

For homes using TG

• Within 50cm to 8m from the appliance

• Within 30cm from the ceiling

For homes using LPG

• Within 50cm to 4m from the appliance

• Within 30cm from the floor

30cm or less

30cm or less

50cm to 4m

50cm to 8m

TG

LPG
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Introducing the latest firefighting supplement – 
Firesave! Packaged in a handy 650ml bottle for 
ease of use, simply aim and throw Firesave into 
the base of the fire to extinguish it. 

FIRESAVE3

NB740

Firesave

Smoke Detector

Add a Smoke Detector 
for additional security. 
Certified by one of 
Germany’s leading test 
labs, the palm-sized 
Smoke Detector comes 
with battery and a 
minimum service life of 
10 years. 

Scan QR code 
to watch the 
Firesave in action.

Firefighting supplement for most types of fire

Extinguishes small fires safely and 
conveniently within seconds

Patented technology from Japan

Warranty period of 3 years
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FAQ ON GAS HOB WITH 
TIMER CONTROL

AZ-730 SFT

AZ-730FT

Is the Gas Hob with Timer Control easy 
to operate?

The gas hob with timer control is user-friendly 
and easy for all to use. Customers can visit 
City Gas Gallery for a live demonstration.

Why should I buy the Gas Hob with Timer 
Control if I own a timer?

The built-in timer control provides enhanced 
safety as it cuts off gas supply and sounds off 
an alarm when the pre-set time is up.

Q2

Q1
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FAQ ON GAS LEAK 
DETECTOR

How do I know if my Gas Leak 
Detector is working?

Should the Gas Leak Detector 
be out of order, its LED status 
light would flash and an alarm 
message would sound to alert you.

Does the Gas Leak Detector require a 
high amount of electricity?

No, the Gas Leak Detector runs on a 
low power consumption of 0.5W. The 
energy utility cost of using the Gas Leak 
Detector for a year is less than $1*.

* Subject to electricity tariff

Q1

Q2
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CG-686N

What should I do if the Gas Leak 
Detector sounds an alarm?

Open all doors and windows 
to ventilate the area and 
shut off the gas valve before 
switching off the alarm. If you 
are a town gas user, please call 
the 24-hour Emergency Hotline 
at 1800-752-1800. 

Q3
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Gas Safety Tips
Gas Safety

• Install gas appliance in well-ventilated 
areas and maintain adequate ventilation.

• Keep flammable liquids and combustible 
materials away from gas appliances.

• Do not leave cooking unattended.

• Leave the oven door slightly open before 
using the oven grill.

• Only engage City Gas or a licensed Gas 
Service Worker (LGSW) for any installation 
or alteration of gas pipes.
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In the Event of Gas Leak

• Shut the gas valve at the meter.

• Do not turn on or off any switches 
or appliances.

• Do not use a naked flame to detect 
a gas leak.

• Open all windows and doors to 
ventilate the area.

• Call the 24-hour Emergency Hotline 
at 1800-752-1800 immediately from 
a safe distance.

• For additional peace of mind, 
consider safeguarding your home 
for less than 6 cents a day with the 
Gas Leak Detector!

When Carrying Out Renovation Works

• Ensure your renovation contractor 
does not damage any exposed or 
concealed gas pipework.

• For condominium apartments, 
a layout plan is first obtained 
to ascertain the location of the 
concealed gas pipes, if any, before 
any work (e.g. drilling, or hacking 
on the walls) is carried out.

• Any installation or alteration work 
of piped gas can only be carried out 
by City Gas or a LGSW engaged by 
the owner.
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Locate Us

Visit the City Gas Online Store
store.citygas.com.sg/

ABOUT CITY GAS GALLERY
An exciting shopping experience awaits homeowners at 
the all-new City Gas Gallery located at Plaza Singapura; 
a one-stop destination for today’s smart kitchen and 
bathroom solutions. 

Experience the only retail destination in Singapore 
to offer an interactive encounter with gas-powered 
appliances, and a wide range of innovative lifestyle and 
wellness products.

Homeowners looking to renovate their kitchens can also 
choose functional modular kitchen systems customised 
to their needs, and at the same time be inspired by a 
kitchen showcase designed with the latest state-of-the-
art technology.
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Customer Care Hotline: 1800-555-1661

24-Hour Emergency Hotline: 1800-752-1800

(For gas leakage, supply interruption & low pressure)

Email: gallery@citygas.com.sg 

 SGCityGas

* This information is correct at the time of print but may be subject to 
change without prior notice.
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The Atrium  
@ Orchard

WE ARE 
HERE

Authorised Reseller

Hoe Kee Hardware Pte Ltd

Products available: 
Gas Water Heater, 
Gas Clothes Dryer, 
Gas Hob with Timer Control 
and Gas Leak Detector

CITY GAS GALLERY & 
AUTHORISED RESELLER
The City Gas Gallery

Plaza Singapura

#03-78

Shop Online

store.citygas.com.sg
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City Gas Pte Ltd (as Trustee)

General Enquiries: 1800-555-1661

24-Hour Emergency Hotline: 1800-752-1800


